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\lirlffi'' E~FECTS OF COLD WORK AND SUBSEQUENT 
ANNi~LING UPON THE MICROSTRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC 
:PROPERTIES OF A ZR-DOPED 6-80 MOLYBDENUM PERMALLOY 
by 
C:harles Rudolf Frohlich Jr. 
1 . 
:A8S~l'RAt1· 
An alloy contttif:ling 80,0% Ni, 12.65% Fe, 6.74% Mo, 0.36% Zr, 
i1Jld b.25'% Mn by weight was cast, solution annealed, and cold rolled 
iuto thin strips :reduted in area hy O, 50, 75, and 90%. In addi-
tion ~ples of each t,:orked condition were anncu.led to produce 
recrystallized and aged structures. Light metallography, electron 
. 
microscopy, nri.croprobe analysis, and magnetic testing were per-
fonned to det¢nnine the effects Of cold working and annealing up-
on the mit:rostructl:lc1:'e and, magnetic properties of the al::.oy. 
C91d working produced a high initial hardness together with a 
high coercive force, Recrystallization of the cold worked struc-
u tu.res occurred on annealing' at 6'00°C and a:·,ove, and caused sig-
nificant decreases in hardness and coercive force. An activation .. - · .. • -·· . .. . . . . . ,'. . . ' . . .. 
energy of .80.5 kc;:rl/g mole was -found for the recrystallization 
'J?rocess ill 50%., 75% ,, and 9Q:% reduced specimens. The transfor-
.m.:rtion occurred more rapidly ,in more highly cold worked struc-
.,_ 
tures 8.$ eYidenced by the increase in the pre-exponential constant 
0£ t·he Arrhenius equat·ion. 
•. 
For 1onge.r times 1;tt the rec:;rystallization temperature and 
El.bOve:, trat1:$h1iSsion. electron microscopy and electron diffrdction 
revealed a $Nall nU!liQe1 .. of $phetical Ni4Mo particles. These 
particle? had esi;entially ti.9 effect on magnetic properties be-
cause of their· relatively coars~ .Size and spacing, and because 
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the rapid recry,?ta11ization and attendant increase in perfection 
ove:rslradoweq their pinning e;ffect on domain walls. Begi1ming at 
70D°C ribbon~shape,d particles of Ni5Zr intennetallic compound, 
apparently coherent and with a definite habit, also precipitated 
out of solid solution. Both precipitates were a result of con-
tinuous precipitation within, grains and were not fanned by a 
cellular or discontinuous ptecipi t/ltion reaction. A peak in 
coercive force at 800°C is attributed to domain Kall pinning 
assbciated with the fine dist:riblltion of rodlike Ni5Zr particles. 
Cold working SO% and aging at 80D°C was found to increase coercive 
::fot·ce ·by alruo .. st :o·. 2 de:rs·tecl. 
Magnetic h:ys,teresis was obsetveci to be increased by both 
cold working and age hardening . .Annealing, however, decreased 
, hysteresis and improved squareness, The temperature of anneal-
ing was fotmd to be more C'fitical in detennining magnetic prop-
e:rties than w~ time at a specified temperature. 
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ABSTRACT 
An alloy containing 80.:0% N·i_, 12.6·5% Fe, 6. 74% Mo, 0.36% Zr, 
·an·cl O. 25% Mn by weight was cast:., s·olution annealed, and cold rolled 
into thin strips reduced in at.e::a 'by O, SO, 75, and 90%. In addi-
tion samples of each worked ,concli_tiori were annealed to produce 
recrystallized and ,aged .struc·t:ures:. Light metallography, electron 
microscopy, microprobe .an·alysi:s, and magnetic testing ,vere per-
·formed to de:tel1Iline. the ef:f:e.ct.s· of cold working and annealing up-
:on the ·micros-tructure :and rnagnetic properties of the alloy. 
•co:1·d wor.k·irtg produced a high initial hardness together with a 
'hi.g:h. ccJercive forct;. Re.crystallization of the cold worked struc-
tures occurred Ort annealing -at 600°C and a:,ove, and caused sig-
nificant decrEras·es in hardness and coercive force. An activation .. -.- . -·-- '. 
energy of ,so:~ 5 kca1/·g. mole was formd for the recrystallization 
·process in 50%, 75:'%, and. 90%· reduced specimens. The transfor-
mation occurred mote rapidly in more highly cold worked struc-
tures as evidenced :by the increas.e in the pre-exponential constant 
of the Arrhenius equation. 
For longer t·imes, .at. the· re.crys.tallization temperature and 
above, transmiss-ion: ele.ctron. mic:roscopy and electron diffraction 
revealed a small number .of .spheric.al Ni4Mo particles. These 
particles had e-s·,s.ent.i-.ally -no e:ffect on magnetic properties be-
cause of the-:ir· r~·l.a.tively cot:trse 'S'iZe and spacing, and because 
i 
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2 
the rapid recrystallization and attendant increase in perfection 
overshadowed their pinning effect on domain walls. Beginning at 
700°C ribbon-shaped particles of Ni5Zr intennetallic compound, 
apparently coherent and with a definite habit, also precipitated 
out of solid solution. Both precipitates were a result of con-
tinuous precipitation within grains and were not fanned by a 
cellular or discontinuous precipitation reaction. A peak in 
Coercive force <;tt 800°Gis attributed to domain wall pinning 
associated with the fine distribution of rodlike Ni5Zr particles. 
CoJd working 90% and aging at 8QQl'G was fol.Illd to increase coercive 
force by a1mo-st 0.:2 oersted. 
Magnetic hysteresis was observed to be increased by both 
told working and age hardening. Annealing, however, decreased 
bysteresis and improve.d squareness. The temperature of anneal-
ing was fQUii:d to be more critical in detennining magnetic prop-
erties than was time at a specified temperature. 
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INTRODUCT.l:CN: 
: tn. e·1:e.ctronic t·e·lephone. s.w·itching systems, all instructions 
:ate ma_gnetically stored :as programs in memory llllits (program stores) 
:t :and changes are made by ele..c:trically rewriting the programs. In 
a.ddit.ion to the program store, these systems require a more tem-
porary memory lmown as .th~- ::c::all store. This second memory serves 
as a 111agne.t.ic blackboard. on,. which infonnation can be written during 
the course 0£- a ca:11 and later erased. Together with a central 
.p.roces!?·o:t (1ogi.:-c: un·it_) the. :program. and call stores supply the 
cofrnfion--control functi"<:>ns required to operate the switching network 
in a telephone ,central office. In an effort to combine both memory .\ 
functions in. a sing:ie un-it.,. 'a ·.s.tored-program control has been 
·dev_eloped-,. the :he,ar·t of. which i.s the piggyback twistor memory (PBT) . 
The bas.ic- element· of the PBT memory is a twistor wire consist-
ing of two diss::imilar magnetic tapes wrapped on a 3 mil copper \vire. 
One of the. ·tapes_, a 4~79 molybdenum pennalloy (78.8% Ni, 16.1% Fe, 
4.1% Mo, 0.9·% Nln) ,, is t-he ''sense'' tape and is wrapped directly on 
·the copper wire: .helically at 45 degrees. The other tape, a gold-
iron-cobalt alloy,. acts as the ''storage'' tape and is wrapped in 
piggyback fashion ·qver ·the Mo-permalloy sensing tape. The major 
advantage of: this const:ruction is that pennanent magnets in the 
storage tape can. oe- rapidly and electrically switched from one 
direction to anothe:r. 
··;- ;. 
•· 
.. ~· 
.......... 
~~: 
4. 
The Mo-pennalloy sens~ t·apes and ·the Au-Fe-Co storage tapes 
are of particular inter.e$t: b.e·caus·e their different properties and 
functions detennin(} the efficiency ·p.f the twistor. Au-Fe-Co tape 
is magnetically hard :and dif-ficul,t: to magnetize. In it are 
written the tiny penn-rm.ertt magn.e:ts· used for memory elements. In 
an attempt to obtain. s,ignifi:c.an-t ·information on the Au-Fe-Co 
:alloys_, ··Urr1 3 :anc:1. Lynch 4, have .investigated the effects of alloy-
ing -and ·processing on the mi·cro·s:trqcture and related magnetic 
properties-~ Uhl. fo.un.d that· upon annealing, a cliscontinuous or 
cellular prec:ipit:at.i:on ·reaction _p:roduced incoherent gold precipi -
tate and at the same time.; effect·ively recrystallized the cold 
worked matrix. The. more highly tol.d worked structures obtained 
higher coercive force: peak values due to a finer, more closely 
spaced precipitate and. :a :fi.ner· grained recrystallized matrix . 
. Lynch ·added the effect's 0£. go,l·d. variation in the alloy and formd 
. that change,$ in. gold- co:ttcentr:ation up to 14% Au increased He. In 
addition it wa.s established ·that the dependence of coercive force 
upon% cold work was _primarily ·due to the smaller recrystallized 
grains in rnore severely defonned materials rather than the size 
of the precipitates. 
In contrast to the A.u.-·Fe;_:Co alloy ·the pennalloy sense tape 
is magnetically soft:. It. detects the· di-rection of magnetization 
of the storage magnet:s in the mat,ing :t-ape. Essentially, a PBT 
write operation sends· a ·bi:t current ·through the wire to change the 
• 
' ' 
I 
~ 
• 
magne·tization of the Jnagnets at, selected ·bi ts. When current is 
.stqpped, the. fie.id. of each storage magnet causes the magnetization 
.o.f the tntde.rlying sense tape segment to align itself with the 
magnet's field.. Hence the Mo-pennalloy tape is soft enough to be 
switched ·by ·the fie.Id lines of the storage tape magnets above it 
, and the infonnation, i·s- written in the memory. In reading, a read 
current (approximate:ly 1;·2 write current) generates a magnetic 
field which overcome·s t.he :stc1.tic field of the storage tape magnets, 
causing sensing tape se.gme.nts to again reverse their magnetization 
and hence release in£onnation. The important point is that \'111ile 
the appi.ied field used .fctr reading is strong enough to overcome 
the stat.ic field from: a ·storage magnet, it is not strong enough 
to change the magneti·.za:t·ioh of the magnet itself, i . e. , it is non -
destructive to the stored information . 
.As an outgrowth of problems encolfiltered with the magneto~ 
strj_cti·ve behavior of the. presently used 4- 79 Mo-pennalloy during 
pr,oc:.es-sing, :and: -extreme- sens:itivity of coercive force to anneal-
_ing tempe,rature, :it .has become- necessary to develop a new material 
whose properties are less s.us·ceptible to temperature and handling 
variations·-~ Base-d on ·furt<:t_ional t·e.s·ting of the twistor memory 
with a 4%- Au - 12% F·e·. - 85% Co .:alloy ·as the magnetically hard tape, 
it has· been detennined- that. for ·optimum operation the pennalloy 
should exhibit: 
l 
i·, 
.1-. low i11agn.e=tostrict·i=on. to .m.aint.-ain ·its magnetic properties during wrapping 
:2 .• - ~- s·qu.are· hysteresis :l-oop· ·to increase the signal -to-noise ratio 
·3. a coe:rci.ve force o,f approximately O. 6 oersted 
4.-. ,dev_elopment ·of th~ required magnetic properties during an 800-85{)0C anneal (which te.nnina.tes the twistor fabrication process) 
·5. good workin.g characteristics in order to be reduced to tape fo1,n without excess·ive difficulty 
Bec:aus·;e, the Mo---·perm.al1:oy tape has· proven successful in opera-
t:io.n, the: in-it·i:al ·ph~lse :of a ,new material development has attempted 
to improve, the. known ptope.rties of the Mo-pennalloy. ~ . . . 
Ti:sone,. tChin Md :Grupen1.have found that by changing the lmown 
4.:-:79: Mo.-permalloy s.yst.em to a 6-80 Mo-permalloy (80.5% Ni, 13.5% 
Fe.,: 6:% =Mo_) an extremely law ·coe:rcive force can be obtained. How-
ever, because of i t:s ve.ry low ·I\:., the tape is in danger of being 
switched by· the earth magnetic or stray magnetic fields. Also, 
- · 
switching times are so ·rapid th:at present memory read-out schemes 
are lagging. Small addi tion_s: o·f· zirconium to the 6- 80 conrposi tion 
increased the coerci·ve force following precipitation produced by 
annealing between 800 and g:so'c. Th.is precipitation was designed 
on the bas-is that the alloying element would be only slightly 
soluble, fonn an intenneta.llic compound type precipitate which 
does not preferentially .precipitate at grain boundaries, and would 
not degrade the mechanl:cal ·workability or the magnetic properties 
of the parent al'loy. 
i 
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7. 
Additional :st.udies:1 .shoW.t:td that .a 6- 80 Mo-permalloy with about 
·:O. 3% Zr (from hereon called Zr~pennalloy) was found to have proper-
ti·es closely ap.pr.oximating those of the optinn.nn pennalloy estab-
1:is:hed as a gu:tde for· th@ .. investigation. Aging studies revealed 
·significant precipftat·i:on from ·700- 800°C and a maximlll11 solubility 
of Zr at 800°,C·ofb.etw.eert 0.:1·% @d.0 .. 3:%. Low stress sensitivity, 
:high squareness., and a. Iarg·e d~cre:as·e in shuttle signal were also 
-obtained with the a·1.·1-oy. With .desirable magnetic properties and 
enhanced operating char.acteris:t·ics now achieved, the most favorable 
ate.as: ror further irtvest-ig.ation appear to be in considering details 
:of the: precipi tat;ion reaction, the influence of Zr content , and the 
:effects: ,q£ proc¢.:s$ib. .. g ·variables on precipitation (and hence magnetic 
Jlrope.tties) . 
When a mate.tia:l is- c::old worked, many imperfections are intro-
ciµced into the ·1:at·tice ~ Dis-locations, dislocation jogs, and in-
terstitials -.are create:d..,. and existing grains are subdivided by low 
angle bolmda-rie·s or d±:s·loc·ation tangles. These lattice imperfec-
tions and increas·ed numb.er· of ·bormdaries impede magnetic domain 
wall motion when the mate·ria.1 is magnetized. The domain walls 
are force.d either to go· through or around the obstacles, resulting 
in an increas·ed magnetizing: .fqr·ce necessary to move the ,-1alls and 
hence in a high initial coercive force. If the material is 
arniealed at an elevated temperature for a substantial time, re-
eove.ry, re.crystallization, and/or grain growth will occur such 
: k, 
\. 
:that many of th.e· :irnpe:rfect:ions anneal out, polygonization occurs, 
n~w strain:"'.'"fr$·e :grains ~:re· nucleated in the cold worked matrix, 
:and ·the: :strain--fr·e.e grains grow into larger, equiaxed grains. fur-
ing these processe-s t·he .coercive force is reduced by the disappear-
ance ·of· intperf,ections t~at intere.fere with moving domain ,val ls. 
,A secondary ·rise in _coe·r-civ~ force may· further be observed if an 
element of· :l._ow s(llubility .in the. sol·id solution precipitates out 
during th~: ·annealing proce-ss-. The precipitate particles have the 
same e:f:fe.c;t. as imper-fect.ion:s :in that they pin domain walls (but to 
}1 l.esser extent), and- lie ~ga.·in rises. Thus by controlling alloy-
_ing :(3lement concentration, amount of cold work, and annealing 
t·imes :and temperatures ,. the coercive force can be changed . 
. It is ·'the purpose of t·his thesis to investigate the effects 
·of cold work ,and armea:l.ing on the microstrncture and magnetic prop-->"""l, (~ 
. 
. 
. 
. erties of t}1e .Zr-doped. 6~-8.0 Mo-pennalloy. The extent to ,vhich 
coercive force is m.£1uence.d :b_y pr-e-c~ipit.ation in the alloy, a 
detailed analysis :of the ·prec:ip:itation reaction, the influence of 
p.ercent ·reduction, annealing times, and temperatures on magnetic 
·hys·tere:sis-, and ·the relationship of measured changes in hardness 
:Md·.· coercive force to the obs:erved changes in microstructure upon 
.heating the: co.ld. worke,d; mate:ri-ctl .. are all aspects of the problem 
thrit· received attention. 
{ 
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9. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEIURE 
:A lr' ingo.t .. o·f Z:r-doped 6--.s·o· 'Mo~pennalloy containing 80. 0% Ni, 
·12.6.5% Fe, 6·.74% .Mo, 0.36% Zr, -and 0.25% Mn was obtained from the 
,. ·B:ell. Telephone Lttboratories at Allentown. X-ray fluorescence 
·analysis and n·. C. arc. technique were subsequently perfonned at the 
·western Electric: Engine:e·r.ing .Rese·arch Center and qualitatively 
veri:fied the pre·sence and concentration of each of the elements, 
along with ·tlie homo.gen·eity: of the ingot. In order to reduce the 
ii1got into t·ape fo:nn-; it was first worked. slightly by hot s,vaging 
,. 
to break ·up the .denc.lrit:ic: .stroc.ture. Following homogenization at 
110:0°c· f·or-· ·4Q hours itl :.an 'Hz atmosphere the ingot was further cold 
·swaged and .sµcce:-ss-ive:ly: ·rolled to a O. 020'' thick tape. Intennediate 
-~-trand anne·als at s::-7·o"c we·re made. between rolling operations. The 
prOcess:ing was ·concluded by· ¢c)l·d rolling equal lengths of the O. 020'' 
thick strip to O .•. Ql.o'·', O. 00.5'', :and O. 002'' representing 50%, 7 5%, 
.and 9lJ% cold work_, respective:ly-. 
A port,ion of each tape was cut into 3_/8:'' X 1/2'' samples so 
that three. sp:e .. c·tmens were available for .each annealing time-temper-
ature treaµnent.~ Combinations of time, temperature, and % cold 
work were- p~ro>d.tice:d by annealing the above samples at 400, 500, 600, 
700, soo·, 850, and 900"C for ·15 min., 30 min. , 1, 2, and 4 hours. 
A Lindberg 3·-- zon.e ho.rizorttal tube furnace was employed for anneal -
:ing. The ··tempe·rat:ure was moni tared by a poten tiorneter connected 
' , 
') 
to c1. p.:lat:inum. ·~·. _1:Q:%: ·thocl.iu.m platinlDil thennocouple at the center 
zone .(Jf the fu/tha.ce,. In order to prevent curling, and to minimize 
·ox.idati-on and prematµre slow cooling during transfer from furnace 
to quench, all tape samples were placed between two high-purity 
··alumina plates and the plate:s· ·:were fed into the furnace via an 
a·lumina combustion bo.at. An -inert atmosphere of fanning gas (90% 
Nz-10% Hz) flowed throllgh the furnace at all times. At the con-
clusion of each anneal the $pec.imens were immediately quenched in 
a bI·ine bath maintained ·at 1s 0 c::· to preserve the high temperature 
microstructure. Mic:rohardne·ss. measllrements were subsequently per-
£0.rmed on all samp:1.es with a Leitz microhardness tester and a 
diamond pyramid indent.or ~ verification that the annealing had 
occurred in meanin.g:ful tir.ne and temperature ranges. 
Two te:chniqµe_s· were, l1~{ed. t.o· .detennine magnetic properties . 
. .A Magp.atest: D. C. p.rec.i:s·i.Oh coercive force meter was employed to 
measure. co~ttive force. C~ltbrated to 2 rnillioersted accuracy, 
it was· p9s·itionea and ·adjusted :SQ tn~t the magnetic earth field and 
stray ·:ma.gneti.c and A .. C. £iel.ds were compensated. Samples 3/8'' X 
1/:2'.'·' we:re :tested. :for -all time.;.:t.emperature:-% cold work combinations. 
Hyster·esis' 1.·00.ps of se·lect.ec:1 samples· were constructed by an all ··. 
el .. ectronit magnetic hyst.tJ-res·isgraph. During aging each sample was 
wrapped tightly in a st·ain:less steel envelope to insure that any 
oxidation o.ccur::ring in transfer.ring the sample from furnace to 
quench w.Quld b.e· minimized.- These samples were 3/8'' X 10'' so that 
I 
I 
I 
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·they could be:: accomodated in the. instrument and at the same time, 
simulate an: inf'inite solenoid wi·th a large length-to-width ratio of 
approximate:ly ·:5.(l -to :l •, .Complete B-:H curves were obtained. 
Met;a:l_ltJgraphie: spe.cimens w.ere mounted, mechanically g1·ound 
-and ·po·lis·hed, and chemical.ly etched with a solution of lOgm CuS04 , 
.50 ml HzO, and 50 inl :-H:Cl,. Resulting photomicrographs were taken 
at 111agni:fica.tion.s of :zoox· and lOOOX. 
Electron: microprobe analysis was performed on sections both 
free of and· cont:ainin:g a second phase to det.ennine if conrposi tio11al 
differences e:xisted between_ ·the two areas. A O. 020'' specimen 
annealed at 80b°C for 1 hour was g;rormd, polished, and etched, 
sections both with and without. second p:hase particles were angu-
larly scarmed,. ·an.d ·the: intensitie·s. of; character·istic X-rays from 
·Ni, Fe , Mo, and ZJ:· were. reco·rded:.· 
Trans-mission :electt-Pn ·mi.cr·os:pope studies were made for high 
resolution observation of· ntl.crqs .. tructural changes and as a means of 
identifying the precipi.tates. Specimens cold worked 90% (approxi-
mately 3/8'·' X: 3/4'') w·ere thinned in a dual-jet electrolytic 
polisher operat.ed at 20. volt$ with a current density of 0.1 ainp 
per sq. an. The e_lectrolyte Wa.s a solution of 50% perchloric acid-
·O 50% ace.tic acid by volume. A window technique was employed in 
·:obtaining selective electrochemical etching by coating the sample 
perimeter with Microstop stop-off lacquer. This left a ''window'' 
approximately 3/8·'·' X 1/4'' which was thinned and polished until a 
.. 
) 
'.i' 
'· 
small hol:e just app~·ared. S·oaking in methanol for 15 minutes en-
:abled removal of th.e- ·1a:cqu¢r. The actual transmission specimens 
were then obtaine·d by ·carefu:l·ly .cutting aroW1d the hole (while 
.l.ea1iing the hole: .intat;t) S'Q .. that' an o~ring of approximately 1/8'' 
o· .• ]). resulted. nrls ·was mou;n.ted. in a copper grid and the extremely 
thin material adj:ace:rrt to the .. hole was then observed l.ll1der the 
el·ectron micros.cope-. The ~lectron micrographs were taken between 
10,000 and 20.,_:Q:OOX. ·r:n utilizing the diffraction mode on the trans-
.mission electron :microscope diff·raction patterns were obtained on 
·areas with and·w·ithout precipitate. A measure of the resulting d-
sp:acings, consid~r.a:t·ion of all applicable intennetallic compounds 
:an;d studies on .·Iike ,systems, and comparison of the measured 
spacings to :es.t·abl·is-hed ASTM diffraction values yielded an iden-
t.ifi-cati.on of the· compounds: pres·¢nt. .. 
.l, 
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• RESULTS AND 'DI:SCUSSIOO . ... ;· ' ... - : . . .. .- . . 
. 1. Hardness Test 
The resµ.lt·s of· microhardness measurements made on all samples 
annealed b.~·tween. 4p·o.: and 90·0. 0 c. for annealing times of between 15 
minutes: .and 2 hours are pres·erttecL in Figures 1 to 4. The cunres 
for· so·%·, ·7:5%: ahd 90·% cold ·worke.d-- s-trnctures exhibit a sigmoidal 
conf:}gu.ratioh tharatt~risti·c o:f- a recrystallization process. At 
any temper:ature .abo:ve ;500.;,C the. % recrystallization at that tem-
:peratµre .increased with. the: amollllt of cold work introduced in 
a.ccord w:Lth :ln~reased nucl.eation rates of strain-free grains ex-
pected in more drastic·aily ·deformed strnctures. As the annealing 
. :t:ime increa:s_e·s·,. the curvt:~-s- .of· the highly defonned structures become 
supe-ri.ntpose.d on 'C>fie anoth~·r· beyond 600q)C until at two hot1rs and 
above, recrystallizat·ion is initiated at or slightly belffi.l 600°C 
and· is es$·enti-al·ly <:dmplete by :700°c. Such behavior indicates that 
the_ s·ame process ·occurs in a.11 the samples between approximately 
. so.a and 700°C. There was. ·llQ ·change observed in the hardness of the 
0% cold worked s·t_ructure with annealing, except a gradual softening 
due ·to grain growth. after heating at 700°C. Guy5 reports recrys-
tallization t~mperatures: of 595°C for alloys. containing 70% Ni and 
,above, whi~. :is in. :good agreement with the value of 600°C obtained 
u1 this .in.ve.stig:at:ion from both hardness and coercive force studies. 
The higher harclrtesse.s- of samples with greater reductions in area 
.a.r.e. cons.istent wi:th the greater dislocation densities and more com-
ple.x dislocat:Lon configurations expected for greater amollllts of 
cold work. 
·~ ·.. . ._ ... 
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Transm.isSion electron microscopy clearly shows that recrys-
tallization accompaJ1ies the hardness decreases with increasing 
temperature, This evidence is presented in Section 5 of the Results 
:arid 'Discussion:,. No precipitation peak in the higher temperature 
r@gewas de:t:ect.eU by hardness measurements as it was in the mag-
netics :invecSt..igation, 11J:is was attributed to the fact that the 
har.dness i.S not nea:t:Ly as sensitive a function of precipitation 
-as is Cd{~·r.c.ive f.o.rce. .. 
• tf· 
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. :. Magnetic Me_asurement~. 
The coercive force changes as; a function of annealing tem-
perature and time are sJ10-wn in Figures 5 to 9. Initially the 50%, 
75% anti 90% deformed -s:pe.cimens have high He values which are 
attributable to the m_any imper_fections introduced with rolling. 
For 15 minute anneals. at .increasing temperatures, it can be seen 
that the curve·s ~xhibit a s.igrhoidal configuration similar to the 
h,ardness curves. this drop in coercive force which parallels the 
:d:r,op in hardriess'. within. approximately the same temperature range 
provides: ctddition.al .,evidence that recrystallization is indeed 
In a hardened material the residual strains and irn-.. '. . . . - .. .. . . . . . 
perfecti,Oh$ ret·a_rd. doniain boundary migration and prevent rando-
mi·zation o.f· the:: domains .so that a relatively high He is needed 
£:or ma.gn.eti:zati-Qn: changes. The thennal activity of annealing pro-
.,motes r.andomiz.at-ion of :c:1.omain alignments so that when recovery and 
·reczystalliz~t:i--c,n eliminate. the imperfections and strains that are 
ob·stacles to -&amain boundary movement, the annealed material is 
easier to magnetize .and hence, He is reduced. Such behavior is 
observed for all the d.efonne.d and annealed samples between 500°C 
.and 700°C. Very little change occurs in He for the 0% cold work 
structures in the same range., 
As the time of anneali11:g increases to 30 minutes, a peak is 
initiated at .s·o:fJ°C. Witli still longer times the peak continues 
to rise, the· :~Ollllt. c>"t 'lJic.rease being greater with the more highly 
. 
.. ,~·'.~ .i,, ~. . .. 
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16, .. _._ 
cold worked struc:tµres,. Tite e.ffe·ct of increased He is observed 
above 700°C for l.ong¢.r annea~]Jlg times. As subsequently shoi.ffi by 
electron mi-croscop.y, t:he· pe.·ak. is a result of precipitation of Nis 
Zr and Ni4iv1o fnterme,tallic.· compounds. During magnetization domain 
walls move so. that favorably oriented domains grow and unfavorable 
.dorna~ns art:} :consI:l1Iled.: I:£: structural defects or precipitate 
particles .ate present, the domain walls can be immobilized by the 
defects or p·a-rt.icle:s. l>locking their motion, in effect piru1ing the 
walls. Becq;tise b:o·th w~ll ene·rgy and magnetostatic energy are re-
duced by the- domain wal]~s ·be-ing attracted to particles, this 
a~traction and ertsuin:g :fe·s·istance to motion causes He to be raised. 
Since mo.re: fo.·rce -1nµs,.t b·e applied to move the domain walls past the 
·pa.r.ti.c·les.,. ·:the observed increase in He from 700°C to 800°C is 
caus·~d by pre.cipit:at.ion. of ·the two phases. The drop in I-le after 
s·oo·°C is a: result of grc:tin growth and the precipitates coalescing 
into larger, ·more widel:y spaced pa:rt·i:cles. 
FJ~,gures 1:Q to 13 are :isothe_rmal plots of coercive force as a 
·function of: time·~, Aga:lh. He- is hi·gher for the more cold worked 
s·arn.ples. For· the ·:6·00·0:c curves, there is a gradual decrease in He 
with time due to· ·the re-cryst·allization process. A first indica-
·tion of higher coercive fo;rc.e at 700°C is at 30 minutes and this 
correlates with the fir:s.t appearance of a rodlike precipitate in 
electron micrographs.. The effect is most pr011'Junced in 800°C 
:annealed :s.pe.c:unens wn<ere afte.r ·a steep rise in He at 30 minutes, 
I 
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·we, increas·e. ·continues more .. gradually up to. 4 hours. Finally 
'F:i.gur·e 13: shqws that at g·oo~c c:.oalescence has caused He to remain 
'essenti-a·11y const·ant with t,ime and decreased from the values at 
8_.00°C .• - Thtts: it. i.s s=een that thE:1: ·time at. a temperature is not 
nearly as critical ·±n. ,.det.ermiJ1mg: a~ as is the temperature itself. 
·1Illlllobilizati·on O·f ·the domain boundaries by the defonnation, 
str:ain,. ®:d sub·s:¢qµeht- ·precipitation lead to an energy loss ,vhich 
i•s .manifes:ted in magnetic ·hys.teresis:. Hysteresis loops made from 
a c·toss-,s~c:.tion of tJJTie,. temperature, and per cent cold work com-
'binati·ous. are shown. in Figu:res 14 to l6. An absence of many strnc-
tural imperfections in the 0·% cold work samples result~ in very 
little change wi·th annealing in the hysteresis loops (Figure 14, 
. 
. top). On the· .o·tbet hand, annealing the 50% cold worked material 
. p.roduces· b·oth :a decre.a.s-~ in H~ and hysteresis loss, as can be seen 
in: the bot:tom S"eri:es -of· the same figure. Comparison of the 0% and 
5'.0% co·_ld worked structures having the same thennal histories shows 
extens·ively greate.r hys.tetesis. a.ss-ociated with the initially de-
formed strncture. A high. remanance is ci1aracteristic of all the 
worke.cl samples. 
In Figur~ 1:5, the $._ffe'cf o·.f rec_rystallization can be seen. 
When. ·the s,truct11tes· -ar.e annealed from the cold worked state, 
squareness improves. ·with annealing while hysteresis is reduced. In 
addition He is tontint1~lly decreased so that the annealing out of 
strain and. imp¢t.fection:S ·is responsible for the above observed 
18 .. 
e.f·f:e·,cts,... At: -'8.00°:G ·where· maximum prec_·ipi tatation ocrurs, coercive 
,-forc.e. 'increases ·with time (:Figure ·_:i:o} as does the hysteresis. The 
·e£fec:ts .of·. precipitate :coale·scence and grain grwoth can be seen by 
·a c.:omparison of the last ·two l:oops, of Figure 16. The He values ob-
tair.ied. from the hyste.res:is ·1·oops compared well with those measured 
±n the :tvlagnate-s·t equipment .... 
From the curves in :Figp::res- :5: ·to :~l fer the cold worked samples 
.a :pl.ot :o·f L·og t 50 (ti_ine: for s·o% recrystallization) vs 1/T \4/as con-
5:t.ructed (F.ig·ure 17) .. The d:ata f:i.t a linear relationsl1ip and sat-
isfied. -the- Arrhenius equation. 
Rate of ·transfonnation = ,l/t50 = Ae -Q/ITT 
ex,treme·l_y· we1·1. F10:r :so.%-~ 75%· and 90% reduction the paralle 1 lines 
are :::Lndicat:ive pf· the same proc~ss occurring, and a value of 80. 5 
1ccal,/mole wa.-s :ob·ta1n.e:d .for· th¢ activation energy. No published 
.act·ivat·io11 erte.r.gie-s :we.re found ·for this system or similar systems, 
put Uhl 3 found. an: ~ct.ivat.ion energy of 82. O kcal/mole for the cell-
ular precipi.tati·o11 ·reaction. in a 50% cold worked 82% Co-12% Fe- 6% 
Au Alloy. Aus:t and Rutter ·6 have found in lead-silver and lead-
gold solutions that the addition of very small amounts of gold or 
s·ilve.r· (1 ppm) to z.one-refined .lead raises the activation energy 
. ·for recrystallization QVe:r 2-5 ·kcal/mole. Th~ffects of solute in 
pinning high-angle ·boundaries and ·decreasing diffusion rates 
accounted for the higher activation. energies when solute is presen.t. 
In light of this evidence it is: .not trn.reasonable that the combina-
II 
' ' ,, 
tion of Fe, Mo. J\1n, and Zr in. Ni in the pennalloy could have 
similar effects.. The £aster :rate of trans£ onnation as seen f rorn 
the associated ¢otiStants, A, in going from 50% to 90% cold work 
is attributed to the preserice of more structural imperfections in 
the matrix acting a.s.· nucl~J1tion. sii tes .. 
• •. 1 
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:3:. OJ?-tical __ Mi~roscope_ Studies 
-Figure 18(a) .s-how-s the equiaxecl -grain strncture of the armeal-
ed ,a~lloy and Figure. 18.(b_) presents the elongated grains and distor-.• •• . I 
tion :resulting from col-el ro:l:ling. The rolling direction in Figure 
1_8(b) is indicated by the c.trrow. Examination of these structures 
w:ith polar-iz:ed li-ght- reve:als that even in the 0% cold \'fork - no 
armeal sample:, s_ome particl.e$ :are present at grain bolllldaries and 
infrequently wi:th-ill the grains. '.FurtheTinore, Figure 19 sho,vs that 
-th;e parti_c-les an_d grain st-ntcture _c-oarsen with longer annealing 
t-irn:es _and -:high~r temper:at11res_. Electron diffraction analysis 
indicat~$ th:at- these, ·particle_!5 are an Ni4Mo compoW1d, and the coer-
·-
'.C,ive. fo:rce measurements of samples annealed at times and tempera-
tures -whe-te- the pq.rtic.1:es: -are known to be present indicate that 
the. t:oat:s-e par.ticle--s ar.e- ir\effective in impeding domain boundary 
-motion. 
Figure z:o ·shows -t-hat as :the- degree of cold work is increased, 
annealing produces Ni~d particles which are finer, more closely 
spaced, and more tmiformly dis-tributed!' This figure is also evi-
dence of the smc11·1~r rec-rystallized gt.ains present in the 90% cold 
worked stnicture_ a.s compared to the 1-arger grains in the 0% and SO% 
cold worked samp-1-es,. 
i 
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4. Electron Microprobe }\nal}:s;is 
x~ray displays for Ni .Ka: 1 , and Zr La 1 , radiation from a 50% 
coldworl<ed structure annealed at 850°C for one hour are presented 
in Figures 21(a) '.and 21{bJ, These two elements are essentially 
llllifonnly distributed a:n,,d 1::he displays show the relatively greater 
amollllt of Ni present as. compated to Zr. Figure 22 (cJ is an elec-
tron back~scatter micrograph showing the topography of the etched 
su:i;.fate . 
Thepattic1es distributed throughout the matrix were too 
small to be resolved individually 1wder a 1 micron beam. Never-
theles.s, X-ray diffraction scans from 20 to 74 degrees of a 0% cold 
worked strncture annealed at 800°c for 1 hour resulted in increased 
Ni and Mo intensities of 8%,and decreased Zr and Fe intensities of 
16%, for areas of the structure containing particles as compared to 
areas free of particles. This is taken as a qualitative indication 
that the particles are a: compolllld of high composition of Ni and Mo 
in ac·cord with electrdr1 diffraction evidence . . - . . .. 
'22 .• 
5. 13l.ec:tron ;Microscope Investiga.tion 
No accept-able transmission micrograph of the as-cold \vorked 
strncture could. ·be 9bt:ained because of great difficulties in pro-
ducin.g foiJs wi.th unifonnly thin areas. Very high dislocation 
densities: were pr:es·ent ·and many bend contours tended to mask the 
fine structur-e. Nevertheless ·the fine structures which are pre-
sented are charactetist1c:., o.£ a .highly cold worked material. No 
evidence of precipi·tates in. the cold worked regions was visible, • 
and the diffr~cti·on patterns contained no precipitate reflections. 
The. onset .o:t recrys·t~l.lization is observed in figure 22 (a) 
for a sample annealed at· 6·00°'C for 15 minutes. Small newly-fanned, 
strain-free grain.$ have nucleated in the highly strained regions 
of the cold worke·d structure and appear as clear white areas sur-
rounded by darker,, ,unrecrystallized material. In Figure 22 (b) 
annealing for 2·· hours qt 600°C has produced extensive recrystalliza-
tion, but ,s:ome. highly distorted cold. worked structure remains. .As 
can be. :se;en .irt the: ttpper· 1e·ft: portion of Figure 22(b), the trans-
' 
fonnation _p-.r;oc:ee.ds b,y· ·hig;h..~angl·e grain boundaries migrating into 
the s·trained ·matr.j_x,.. Th¢ re.cry~tt:1llized grains with a low dis-
location density' ·are gJ".owing into dark, strained areas with a high 
dis.io:ca.tion density, this: di_fference in dislocation densities being 
th.e. driving force for re.crystallization. Figure 22 (b) shows that 
the boundarie·s of 't:h.e rec.ryst:a1lized grains move away from their 
centers of :cµrvature into: the residual cold worked matrix. Preci-
' . 
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pitatioti :do.,e.s: 'no-t: o.t·cur behind the moving grain boundaries , and 
,hence.· 'a ,di.scontinuou_s precipitation re~c:tio11 is not taking place 
.. h. 
. ·1 .m t .is ·.matl~--ria .: 
'The ·a-reas ·s]'.lQWf-1 in ·F,igµte.s~ :2:2-("<::} ,cUld 22 (d) at different mag-
:r1·ifications· :exh.ib.i:·t a ·comp:i~tely recrystallized structure after 
:a 4 ... 11our a.n.:nea·1, an:d .the grain growth which has occurred. \'Jithin 
·tge recrystallized. matrix ma:n.y small spherical particles are 
.. ·b1 VlS:l · ... -.. e .. : ·1n: addition the.re is an abundance of annealing bvins 
c·aus·e;d, by irregular.ities in. the growth of the strain -free grains 
ft.om. the -de£onned. grains-. 
A se,ries ·O'f :go·%. colcl. wo-tked samples annealed for 2 hours at 
vari·:ous temperatures .is ·pres-ented in Figure 23. The partially 
tec:rystal..lized n1atrix_: of a sample annealed at 600°C has alrec1dy · 
b·e.·en presente.d in Figure. 22(b). Figures 23(a) and (b) sho\v tl1at 
the gra_iJ).s ;present are ·comp:letely recrystallized and have gravm 
extensively aft.er two hours at 850° and 900°C, respectively. Fig-
ur·e 23():>) ·is ,a perfectly recrystallized structure in which three ,. 
g·rain$: meet in -adj .. oining 120° .angles .(a triple point). Comparison .--. . 
of .figu.re.s 2·3(aJ: ·and (b) with Figure 22.(d) emphasizes the increase 
m. grain si:ze' whix::h deve'l-op:s: w·ith. prolonged annealing times at 
e.levat.ed t~iiiperature.s . 
At :7·00°:c ·.la:r.ge :re:crys,ttO.lized grains occur as shown in Figure 
24. S:ome: :dislocati--c>ns are still evident in the structure but the 
. . . . . . 
.. ' . . 
. . . . 
- . 
. 
... 
number is· almost ni-1 compare·d to the amount present in the 
.. 
i 
' I 
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llllrecry-s-tallized :rnateri:al" Throughout the matrix particles have 
precipitated primarily- within 
· · Hammond and Msell lZ c+TleS. . ..... 
grains, rather than at grain bound-
report that for an Fe-Ni base alloy 
With small additions o:E A·l and Ti, Ni3Al C -y 1 ) precipitates as 
spherical particle·s ·r:a.n.domly oriented with respect to the matrix 
1:attice. The ass:<'.:>.:Ciat¢d ~1Jotty ring "Y / diffraction patterns imply 
coher.ency are not compatib:le,. the· Ni3Al particles are apparently 
not. cohe=rent. dur·'ing their £o'rrtlation. The spherical Ni 4Mo particles 
.iri: the present alloy· .. aPJ?e.ar· to develop in a similar manner. The 
0 tetragonal Ni4Mo with ·a lattice· ·parameter of S. 72 A is incoherent 
0 with the FCC NiFe matrix b,aving a 0 =3.56A-
At 7·oo~'·C after a 3·0: mi·nute anneal, an extremely fine-textured, 
rocllike precipit·ate first appeared within several grains. This 
addi·tional precipitat·ion occurs simultaneously with that of the 
,Ni.~o, but only- at ·tempe··nq.ture·s of 700~C and above. As identified 
later 
.· . . ' thi-s stria.te:d ph21Se :.is· an FCC Ni5Zr compound and can be 
clearly seen in Figures 25:(a) and 2-8(a}. Essentially rmifonnly 
. distributed,_ t}te- precipitate appears to be the primary cause for 
the coercive force ·peak at ·soo 0 c:, and together with the Ni 4Mo, suc-
:ce·ssfully inh..ibits: domain w.":1:11 motion so that coercive force is in-
creased. The, -C.ontra:st ·e.ffee.ts. associated with the elongated part-
icles is emphasized :by the ·high magnification brightfield micro-
.. 
graph :0£ Figure 26(a)~ Furthermore, precision darkfield iJUaging 
, 
t:-
/ 
' {. 
,, 
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indeed shows the fine ·p:recip·i tate in another part of the specimen 
being illwninated oy the tilted beam (Figure 26(b)) The series of 
Figure 27 pre:sen;tS the l~rge recrystallized grains acco1npanying the 
precipitates -c:1.t 8.QQP·C, an.d- when ·compared to Figure 22, shows the 
grain size to b·e·, :les-.-s s·ensi·tive a function of time at higher temper-
atures than tit lower tem.pe.ratures. The appearance of the Ni 5Zr com-
·pound is: a re$ult of, flh. :_age. hardening process related to the chemis-.. . ·, 
try of -the permalloy. ·Chilton and Barton10 have investigated a sim-
:i·Iar E)ffect in 18N:i mar·aging steels containing aluminum, vanadillll, 
or ·-titanitnn~ After ag·in·g ,. each steel contained a fine distribu-
:tion ,of precipitate part.icles which_ consisted of two distinct phases. 
Ohe was orthorhombi·c ·N:i3Mo (thie primary precipitate and had a ribbon-
o-
0 shaped morphology a.pptoximately· 50Awide and several hundred A long. 
The other, FCC Ni3AI (or te-tragona1. sigma phases), consisted of small 
spherical 1tarti.cles but ·w-a.$ much. finer than the Ni3Mo. In the pre-
sen.t- cas.e the Ni5zr· niorpho-iogy· is rodlike and the Ni4~1o is spherical. 
Again the uni.£orrn di:s.tribution of this precipitate within each grain 
imp .. lies that honio~.eneQus nucleation has occured, and the absence of 
a.: ·moviil.g re-action front :in_dicates precipitation is continuous. 
A.:Lthougp. not ,establ·ished in this study, the Ni5Zr appears to 
. be coherent with the· NiFe matr.:ix. Both have a face-centered cubic 
. 
. 
' . . 
. 
' . : . . 
. 
. . . 
·o 
structure and a~;;::·6·. 71A. fo.r Ni·5Zr is a little less than double ao= Q 
3 · 56A for NiFe... The plateli·ke or rodli~e particles are usually 
indicative of· c·oherent precipitate and a coherent interface implies 
a definite orientation rela.t.·iort b~tween precipitate and matrix. In 
'l 
...... 
.. 
' i 
i 
), 
! 
., 
.. 
the. observed. st·mc:ture-s: .a·t:1_ the rodlike parttc:les are oriented in 
the: S$Tle dir·e~:t:.ion:. -Coherent particles cart contain relatively few 
a.toms ·-as· compared ·to .incoherent particles, and for a large number 
a£ small particles_,. the interparticle spacing is extremely sn1all . 
. B.·ecaus.e of coherency s·tr-:ains between the precipitate and matrix, the 
effective si:ze of the ;particles is increased by the surrounding 
vollllile of strained matrix. ·Tue· increase in coercive force beu-1een 
700°C -and s90°c, th~refore, is attributed to the many small 
.-N~i5.zr particles o::ffering res-istance. to. do1u.a.in wall motion. Figures 
·.2:6(,a} and 28{-a.) are excellent ex·anrple-s of the coexistence of the 
Ni4MO: :~d ·Ni 5Zr pte.:ciwi tat:~s. 
The as:s:ort·~d'. ITi.i(:rogra:pns: of Figure 28 demonstrate various ~- .• . 
. grain st:tt1ctur~s :result·i:rig: :£.rom the high temperature anneals. At 
90()°C after 2 hours the ·.grain structure is characteristic of a 
well-anne-al.ed me:t·al with :g·rain -boundaries meeting at 120° angles. 
Apparently :many of the pr~ci.pitates have dissolved after this treat-
ment~ The. _lll-icrogr·aph~ of Figures 29 (c) and 29 (d) are brighfield 
and. darkf.ielcl sh:o·ts ., re~pect·i-yely' -of an area surrounding a hole 
in .a :g::0% coi:a.. worked. s:ampl.e anrie:aled for 2 11.ours at 850°C. 
The -optical rnicrographs ·and the electron micrographs (Figures 
l.9 and 24.-J show that the .N1.4Mo particles at grain boundaries gro\v 
-with time and temperature , but t11ose within the grains do not grow 
,as ext$ns-ively once nucleated. This mhy be explained by the fact 
that volume diffu.sion in the lattice is much more diffirult than 
j 
' 
' 
' .. ,·ill' ,. _, 
27. 
,g"J:ain :bollil.dary· -di:f:fu.sion due to s11ort circuiting effects in the 
:gt.ain ,boundaries. .Atoms are able to move faster in the grain 
bollllda.ries and thus coalesce at grain boundary precipitates. The 
larger particles at 800°C were cletennined to be approximately 0 
2500A in diameter. N_esbitt and Williams 14 report the most effec-
ti ve precipitate for ·p.i.nning domain wal.l:s: would be needle -1 ike 
0 0 shapes :ot· fine part.i¢1 .. es :bJ;~tween 500 A and 1000 A long. Therefore 
the- smal·l.et 'N.ijio p·atti·cles-: ar.1d the clos .. ely-spaced, rodlike Ni5Zr 
:precipit:ates are fhe, mos·:t- 'e:.£fe·cti.ve impediments. It was observed 
that ternperatur~ is mo.r·e cti't·ical in determining precipitate size 
than is time. at a g:ive.n temp~rature. 
'The two intennet-allic compound-type precipitates, along with 
/the., :matrix,: were identified from s.elected-area diffraction patterns. 
The data was: ana1y-zed. with· re·s.p_e.ct to all the phases expected to be 
present front compo,s·i-t:ional <:Qnsiderations. In Figure 30 (a) is 
presente.d the dif'fr·action ·pattern associated with the 90% cold 
worked-unannealed $·ttutture .. Broad, fairly continuous rings in -
dicate the co:1d work and res:idual stresses which are present. D-
spacings detennined :fr.om the r.in:gs index to a pattern of FCC NiFe 
0 
. 
. . with ao=3.56A and c.1.te pres~nted in Table I. These reflections are 
all produced b_y the .matrix. Although the light micrographs do 
show some ·p-ar:ticle$'. in the 0% cold work condition prior to rolling 
(evidently ·desp-it.e the fast cooling, all of the Ni 4Mo could not be 
kept in solid s.olut-ion)' it is most likely that the· quantity was so 
small as not to ·produce any significant reflections. 
·' 
I 
:~ 
' 
.. 
·, 
The s:er.ies or d_ifftac.t.ion patterns in Figure 30 shows the 
chang.es oc.tur.ing dur-ing. recovery and recrystallization. As compared 
to the c:o·ld worke.d pattern, ·the rings in Figure 30 (b) have sharpened 
ex·tensive.ly and the partially :continuous rings are evidence tl1at 
indeed fine -grains are appearing. At the recrystallization temp-
·er-ature. t-he. ri11g·s are. the sharpest_, which is characteristic of a 
'recrysta1_1..i·zatiop process., and at :()00°-C for 2 hours, weak reflec-
tions of :Ni4Mo 'are· ob·taineq (Tabl'e. ll). (As observed from Tables 
II and _II:I the a~spacings· c>:f N.iFe Md Ni 4Mo are almost identical. 
The.se superimpo·s~d, re.£1$.c-tions. -aid in producing the strong contin-
uous rings in figure 30 c·c) .. However, additional reflections from 
.Ni4Mo are also ob:served, which indicates the presence of this corn-
p9und over ati.d above. ·NiFe. Ch_il·ton and Barton10 have developed 
an intricate method of· :s·egregating the origins of the two reflec-
·t·ioJlS-:, :but the- proc:edu,r.e is -ab.ov.e the scope of ·this investigation.) 
'The .~pproxilnftt:e ·iJn.if.orrn intensity in these rings supports the argu-
ment that -the Ni_:4Mo pr~,ci.pitat:e is randomly oriented and thus 
incohe,ren t. 
The ·fir.s.t appeara:rtce .a£: N'iZr compotmd is observed in analyz-
in:g Figure 30-(d), a 90% cold worke.d specimen annealed at 700°C for 
4 hours. lts :-.pattern indexes ·to FCC Ni5Zr. This is in good agree-
ment with the ele·ctro11 microscop·e observations which optically show 
the first app .. e,ar,ati<;E3 o:f: a r.odlike pre.c.ipitate at 700°C. Strong 
\ 
I 
i 
\ 
1' 
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evidence of: Ni4Mo .is s,till ob.tained -and ·indicates the coexistence 
o·f_. ·th¢ two pr~tipitate·s. Th·is. wa.$ also verified optically as has 
bEaen ·mentiot1ed.. The· -~pcltty- nature of the pattern means that grain 
·c.o·ars,ening (growth} is :beginning to occur. 
At 3·,5.0.<ic dif:fra<;:t:ion pat:te.rns show- the strongest reflections 
from Ni5-zr :(Table III), which co·rrelates well with the design that 
maximum precipitati,on OI:.curs near 800a,C and also wi tl1 the peak 
va,lues of .coercive force at 8.0·0°c caused by age hardening. The 
n.on.,..unif:onrtity- o.f the ,rings_. from the Ni5Zr supports the hypothesis 
th--a·t. this precipitc1.te .. is p.robab,ly oriented and coherent with the 
'· 
m·_· ·a:: .. +r-1:··x ·· "l;;. · .. ·' . . .• . . . ~ .. . ' . 
' . 
•. 
30. 
CONCLUSIONS 
:cold: '.working of :a z,r-doped 6-80 Mo-pennalloy increases the 
:hardnes:s and: co·erc.iv~, force by the introduction of stn1ct1Jral im-
perfections. The·s·e impe·tfe.ctions impede magnetic domain ,~all 
illotion to .increase: He. Upon armealing, the distorted matrix recry-
stallizes and a s'teep drop in coercive force and hardness follm~s 
the opticatJ-y ,observed re_cryst·allization process occurring at about 
6:0o·o.c·.. Vvhen cOmJlared to th·e Arrhenius equation, the resulting He 
.. 
. data yiel:ded an. activation :energy of 80,500 cal/ g mole for tr1e 50%, 
7-5·%, and ·9:0% cold- wo-rked s·ttuctures. Hence the same process 
·oc.c11r·s. _in each, and the obs~r.Ve:d ·£.aster rate of transfonnation in 
the ,more highly cold worked s.tructures is attributed to a higher 
den-sity o:f structural imperf·ect-ions that act as nucleation sites. 
·Fo.r long~r times at the ,recrystallization temperature and 
abov.;e:; ij sma.1·1 number .o:f :spher.i.cal particles of Ni4Mo were contin-
. uous;"ly and :mc:.oher.ent·.1y ptecipi tated within grains. As the degree 
o.f cold wo·r:1< :inc:te~ases, annealing produces new particles which are 
finer and lllO.r-e· uni.fo:1'1lllY distributed, but still relatively fe,v in 
n.tnnb·e:r. In additi.on, s.ma.11e.r recrystallized grains appear in the 
rncYte deformed struc,tures·. Because the particles are not closely 
.spaced, and the recrystallized grains grow rapidly, the effect of 
the Ni4Mo on magne·t·ic proper-ties in this early stage is essentially 
nil. Beginning at 70·0°:c, a Ni5:Zr intennetallic compormd also pre-
cipitates out .of so,1-id- s,oluti.on :·with a ribbon-shaped morphology. 
~ , 
·•' 
lt is postulated tha..t this phase is coherent and oriented. A peak 
in coercive force a..t 800°G is attributed to the maximum precipita-
0 
tion of rodlike Ni5Zr (approximately 1200A long) together with a 
lesser contribution of intragranular spheres of Ni4Mo (1000 - 2500 
'0. 
A in diameter) pi:tming domain Walls. Grain growth in the recrystal -
lized matrix and. precipitate coalescence beyond 800°C results in a 
(le:creased coe:rc:i:ve force . 
f:lysteresiswas found to be increased by both cold working 
and precipitation resulting from age hardening. _l\nnealing, on the 
other hand, decreased hysteresis considerably and significantly 
h11J?roved the squareness. A high remanence was characteristic of 
all the cold worked Samples. The temperature of annealing was 
found to be more critical in detennining magnetic properties than 
·was ·t·J.111e. at. a :spe:c:.ified :temperature:. 
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HYSTERESIS LOOPS FOR 75% AND 90% COLD \AORKED 
ALLOYS ANNEALED AS INDICATED 
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A. 0% COLD 't,IQRK 
B • 5 0% COLD WORK 
FIGURE 18 
MICROSTRUCTURE OF 0% AND SO% COLD V'K)RKED, 
NO-ANNEAL ALLOYS. 10 GM. Ctfo04- sorvt.. 
HCL - 50 t1- HzO ET~. xlOOO. 
50 . 
0 
, A. ..ioo c 
B, 500 °c 
c. soo 0 c 
FIGURE 19 
f·1I CROSTRUCTURES OF 0% COLD \~RK ALLOY J\NNEALS) 
FOR 15 MINUIES AT 11-iE T8"PERATURES INDICATED, 
10 GM. CuS04 - 50 M_ HCL - 50 f"ll... HzO ETQ-i, x iooo . 
51 . 
A, 90% COLD hORK 
B, SO% COLD 'tORK 
· C , 0% COLD, WORK 
FIGURE 20 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF ALLOYS ANNEALED AT 800°c 
FOR 30 MINUTES, 10 GM, Cuso4 - so M... HCL -
.so rvt_ Hzo ETQ-i, xiooo . 
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A, NI X-RAY DISPLAY B, ZR X-RAY DISPLAY 
C, ELECTRON BACK-SCAITER DISPLAY 
FIGURE 21 
X-RAY RASTER AND BACK-SCATrER DISPLAYS 
(xsoo) OF A SO% COLD WORKED STRUCTURE 
. 1 
. 
ANNEALED AT 350°c FOR 1 HOUR, 
53. 
A. 15 MINUTES xzo,aoo B. 2 HOURS xZ0,000 
c. 4 HOURS xio,ooo D, 4 HOURS xZ0,000 
FIGURE 22 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD WORKED ALLOY 
ANNEJ\LED AT 600°c FOR TI-iE TifvlES INDICATED, 
' . 
54. 
A, ssaoc 
B, 900oc 
FIGURE 23 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD hORKED AIIOY 
ANNEALED FOR 2 I-OURS AT TEMPERATURES INDICATED. x20,ooo. 
55. 
A, 30 ~11 f~lITES B, 30 MINUTES 
C. 1 HOUR D. 4 HOURS 
FIGURE 24 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD hORKED ALLOY ANNEALED 
AT 700°c FOR TI-iE TIMES INDICATED. x20,ooo. 
56. 
A, X 10,000 B. X 15 ,000 
c. 
FIGURE 25 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS AND DIFFRACTION PAI IERN OF 90% COLD 
WORKED ALLOY ANNEALED AT 700°c FOR 30 MINLJTES, 
57. 
A, X 100,000 
B. DARKFIEL.D x60,000 
FIGURE 26 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD WORKED ALLOY 
ANNEALED AT 700°c FOR 30 r~INUTES 
58. 
A, 15 MINUTES X20,000 B, 30 MINlJfES XZ0,000 
c. 1 HOUR X30,000 C. 2 HOURS X20 ,000 
FIGURE 27 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD hORKED ALLOY 
.Af'JNEALED AT 800°c FOR TifvES INDICATED. 
59. 
A, 700°C - 30 MIN, B, 700°c - 30 MIN. 
C, 800°C - 30 MIN, D. 800°c - 30 MIN, 
' 
E, 900°c - 1 HR, F, 900 °C - 2 HRS, 
FIGURE 28 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPl-1S OF 90% COLD WORKED ALLOY 
ANNEAi ED AT THE TEMPERATURES AND Tif'-ES INDICATED, xzo,ooo 
60. 
A, B, 
C, BRIGHTFIELD D, DARKFIELD 
FIGURE 29 
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF 90% COLD hORKED ALLOY 
ANNEALED AT 8S0°c FOR 2 HOURS. xZ0,000 
61. 
A, UNANNEALED B, 600°c - 15 MIN. 
c. 600°c - 2 HRS, D, 700°c - 4 HRS. 
FIGURE 30 
ELECTRON DIFFRACTION PAIIERNS OF 90% COLI} WORKED 
AU.OY ANNEALED AT TEMPERATURES J\ND Tir~s INDICATED. 
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1: 
·, 
f 
. 
i 
' 
:MEASURED 
D-SPACING 
2.056 
1.776 
1.256 
1.078 
1.027 
MEASURED 
D-SPACING 
2.057 
1.778 
1.455 
1.256 
1.070 
1.029 
62. 
TABLE I 
ELECI'.RON- DIFFRACTION DATA. - .. ·.·.. . - .. 
90% COLD WORK - UN.ANNEALED 
OBS. ASTM 
I D-SPACING 
s 2.06 
M 1.783 
w 1.259 
M :.1. 073 
VW' 1.027 
TABLE II 
ASTM 
I/IC> 
100 
30 
20 
40 
10 
CCMPOUND 
NiFe 
NiFe 
NiFe 
NiFe 
NiFe 
·EtE·CTRON DIFFRACTION DATA 
90% COLD WORK - 6QOPC - 2 HOURS 
OBS. AS1M ASTM 
I D-SPACING I/I 0 COMPOUND 
s 2.06 100 NiFe 2.05 100 NiffeMo s 1.783 30 Nie . . ' . 
. 1. 79 90 Ni4Mo ,• ...... 1 .•. 43 ·vw· 60 Ni4Iv1o 
.. 
M· 1.259 20 NiFe 1.26 90 Ni4Mo M: 1.:.07·3· 40 NiFe 
·1. 07· 90 Ni4Mo w .1.:027 10 NiFe 
. . 
.1.:03. 80 Ni4Mo 
, 
hkl 
111 
002 
022 
113 
222 
.... 
hkl 
111 
211 
002 
310 
321 
022 
312 • 
113 
213 
222 
422 
'-
N.1EASURED 
D-SPACING 
2.790 
2.364 
2.050 
2.019 
1.892 
1.776 
1.681 
1.622 
1.534 
1.507 
1.471 
1.257 
1.07·1 
1.0:2·4 
. . . -. . . 
63. 
TABLE III 
E:t~·,ctRoo DIFFRACTION DATA 
90% COLD WORK - 850°C - 2 HOURS 
. 
OBS. 
I 
vw 
w 
s 
s 
w 
·s 
vw: 
. 
vw· . 
VW: 
·vw 
VW' 
·s 
:s 
s· 
ASTM 
D-SPACING 
2.80 
2.358 
2.06 
2.:os: 
2. 02,4 
1 .. gz·s. 
1. 78,3 
1. 7,9 
1.670 
l.63 
1.531 
·1 •. so 
1.494 
1 .. 25·9 
1.:26 
1.073 
.1:~ .. 07 
1. 02.7 
1. 03. 
ASTM 
I/Io 
40 
80 
100 
100 
100 
80 
30 
90 
30 
40 
30 
60 
30 
20 
90 
40 
90 
10 
80· ... 
COMPOUND hkl 
Ni4},,1o 200 Ni5Zr 220 NiFe 111 Ni4Mo 211 Ni5Zr 311 Niszr 222 NiFe 002 Ni4Mo 310 Ni5Zr 400 Ni4Mo 301 Ni5Zr 331 Ni4I~11o 202 Ni5Zr 420 NiFe 022 Ni4Mo 312 NiFe 113 
NijMo 213 Nie 222 
Ni4Mo 422 
,t'. 
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,· 
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